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2013 TREND



balancing act
Our 2013 trend colors are inspired by  

today’s ability to find balance between  

extremes. We get carried away by fantastic 

stories while we get down-to-earth with  

the organic movement. We’re patriotic yet 

unprejudiced. And this comfort with contrast 

creates unexpected connections, adding  

layers to who we are. This new, open  

attitude inspires design ideas and color 

palettes that coexist without conflict.



This trend is about the melting 

together of new and old, futuristic 

and historical, theory and memory. 

It has a unique style and color  

palette that hints at the past  

while looking ahead to tomorrow. 

 

Colors are modern and  

sophisticated but  

distressed, inspired 

by the newest designs 

but softened by time.

dissolve perfect bedroom 

color! - find sheets 

the same color  

as “ under glass  

D22-4 ” instead of 

using white

D12-2
Wooded Path

D22-4
Under Glass

E6-2
American Know-How

C1-3
Warm Embrace

F14-2
Timbermine

B14-4
Popcorn

F2-1
Merlot Grape

F21-1
Plumes
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F16-3
Empire State

F22-2
Pledge of Allegiance

C19-1
Greek Olive

B2-2
Gadzooks

B14-1
Firewood

E9-3
Ol’ Swimmin’ Hole

C3-1
Polished Gold

A21-1
Crisp Crimson

Multicultural is becoming the  

norm. Traditions that once set us 

apart are entwined with a spirit 

that brings us together.  

As a result, uniqueness and unity 

come together to strengthen  

community and local focus.   

 

Colors are globally inspired and 

grounded with earthy neutrals. 

woven

Great global feel   
- Need accent  
pillows for sofa  
- Maybe pull in the  
blue color of “ol ’  
Swimmin’ hole E9-3 ” ?
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C15-4
Off-White

E2-1
Youthful Nobleman

D3-3
Marsh Green

B24-2
Coral Gables

F18-4
New Age Crystal

D23-2
Jaded Janet

C24-3
Canary’s Song

F6-4
Candytuft

Exciting things happen when  

you blur the line between science 

and imagination. Strict patterns  

and processes evolve into new 

design ideas.   

 

The colors of  

this trend experiment 

with clean, quiet 

neutrals and  

energetic brights.

lifelab fresh kitchen  

combination   

- find modern  

chairs the same 

color as “coral  

gables B24-2 ” 
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This trend reflects the shift  

in how we tell the stories of  

our lives. The charm of diaries 

and scrapbooks has taken on the  

modern edge of social media.   

 

Moments are revisited and  

recreated, offering a fresh new 

look to familiar favorites. 

reflections

fu n for a living  
room ! - Use the  
red color from the 
wallpaper as an  
accent - “rocket  
red A 4- 1 ”

C13-2
Weathered Wicker

E15-1
Heavy Armour

D6-1
Herbaceous

A14-3
Western Sunset

E24-3
State Of The Union

E22-1
Lapis Enamel

D4-3
Fresh Mown Hay

A4-1
Rocket Red
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My painting Checklist :

9” roller cover (matched to surface texture) 
 
9” roller frame 
 
roller tray 
 
trim brush 
 
pad edgers (mini rollers & trimmers) 
 
sandpaper 
 
painter’s knife 
 
putty knife
 
spackle or patching plaster 
 
caulk
 
primer
 
paint thinner
 
extension handle (use with roller frame) 
 
stepladder
 
dropcloth 

My favorite colors :
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The 2013 Trend Colors are 
highlighted on the 

Dutch Boy® Color Rack.


